Elementary-aged students are becoming clever information consumers. Start them off right by providing access to high-quality resources from Gale.

Easy-to-use and authoritative

*Kids InfoBits* is a content-rich resource featuring a new, modern, inviting interface and improved navigation based on feedback from our existing customers and student users in the classroom and community. The design helps kids explore the product and gain comfort with database searching. With full-text proprietary content from Blackbirch Press®, U•X•L, and more, the information is reliable and geared to fit the needs of today’s young learners.

**Great content:**
- Continuously updated material from Gale’s *Kids InfoBits Presents* and *Blackbirch Press* imprints
- Indexed, searchable content including books, magazines, news, and more than 13,000 images
- InfoBits engage students with interesting facts about the subject, along with connections to current events

**Broad subject categories:**
- Animals
- Arts
- Geography
- Health
- Literature
- Music and Movies
- People
- Plants
- Science
- Social Studies
- Sports
- Technology

Contact your Gale Representative or visit [www.gale.cengage.com/InfoBits](http://www.gale.cengage.com/InfoBits) for more information.
Tools to support 21st century learning:

- Powerful search tools, including easy subject searches and more precise advanced searches
- Breadcrumb trails chart the path students used to arrive at a particular page
- The ability to share content over social media
- Text translation into 12 different languages including Arabic, Spanish, French, and more
- ReadSpeaker text-to-speech technology with the ability to play translated content
- Citation tools, including EasyBib integration
- Merriam-Webster®’s Dictionary

A breadcrumb trail displays the topics selected to arrive at pictures of dinosaurs.

Click an InfoBit to display fun facts for young learners.